
 
 

 

Technical Data Sheet 

SO CLEAN LIQUID BLACK N 
 
So Clean Liquid Black N is a single component black oxide for steel formulated to blacken faster, increase 
corrosion protection, increase abrasion resistance, improve appearance, and lower operating costs.  The 
Liquid Black N contains surface activating agents, rectifiers and inhibitors balanced in a single liquid 
formulation. 
 
SOLUTION MAKE-UP: 
 
Add liquid Black N to the process tank to fill the tank up to 90% of the normal operating level.  Heat the solution 
up until the solution begins to boil at approximately 290oF.  If the solution reaches 
290oF. without boiling slowly, add water to lower the boiling point.  If the solution begins boiling below 290oF. 
slowly add Liquid Black N to raise the boiling point to 290oF. 
 
Liquid Black N solution is ready for processing when it is boiling in the range of 275oF. to 295oF.  
 
OPERATION: 
 

1. Hot soak cleaner  
2. Hot water rinse, 130 -150oF. 
3. Liquid Black N solution. 
4. Cold water rinse 
5. Oil dip 

 
NOTE:  If parts to be processed have scale or light rust then acid pickling will be required before black oxide 
processing. 
 
CONTAMINATION: 
In the past, contamination from nonferrous metal such as copper, zinc, lead, etc., have been extremely 
troublesome as these dissolved metals would precipitate out on the work being processed as superficial films.  
Liquid Black N incorporated complexing agents that will keep the metals in solution.  Yet, even though Liquid 
Black N contains complexing agents, these small amounts will not interfere with pollution equipment operation. 
 
The Liquid Black N will produce a black oxide finish that penetrates into the surface of the steel treated without 
any dimensional change on the size of the piece nor is there any reduction in the hardness of heat treated 
parts. 
 
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS: 
The Liquid Black N black oxide finish meets or exceeds all government specifications which call for a black 
oxide on steel, including MIL-C-13924A, JAN-51-70-1A, USA-57-0-2C, and NMS-2485-A. 

 
EQUIPMENT: 
All tanks, fixtures, wires, baskets, or racks should be made of plain or cold rolled steel.  All joints or connections 
should be welded.  DO NOT braze or solder any parts of the tanks or fixtures for processing.  DO NOT use 
galvanized wire for carriers of any kind. 
 



 
 

The operator should be provided with goggles or plastic shield, rubber gloves, rubber apron.  For additional 
optional equipment, the operator should wear rubber boots or rubber shoes.  Liquid Black N attacks wool and 
leather.  Room and equipment should be adequately ventilated 
 
CAUTIONS: 
 

1. Metallic Contamination - Aluminum, tin, zinc, cadmium will dissolve in Liquid Black N.  DO NOT 
ATTEMPT to treat zinc or aluminum castings, as they will be destroyed.  Inadvertent introduction of 
these metals will be corrected through our ingredients in the solution. 

 
2. Solution Boil-over - Violent boil-over can occur if additions of water or Liquid Black N are added in large 

amounts.  Avoid adding Liquid Black N or water in too great quantities.  When boiling stops due to the 
addition of too much water or Black N salts, stop for awhile until the solution boils again.  Check the 
temperature.  Do not hurry adjustment additions to the hot bath.  Use care and good judgment.  When 
the level is correct for working 6-8" from the top, and the temperature of the boiling solution is below 
275 deg F., add a small amount of Liquid Black N. If the boiling temperature is above 295 deg F., slowly 
add water to lower the boiling temperature. 

 
Use extreme care when additions of water are required as the high temperature will cause some 
localized boiling and spattering of the hot caustic solution.  Allow the water to trickle feed into a corner 
of the tank.  Cover this corner to avoid spattering. 
 
DO NOT introduce water below the surface of the solution. 
 
Read the Material Safety Data Sheet information for proper use and handling instructions before 
working with this product. 
 

DISCLAIMER: 
The information presented herein, while not guaranteed, is to the best of our knowledge true and accurate.  No warranty or guarantee expressed or implied 
is made regarding the performance of any products, since the manner of use is beyond our control.  No suggestion for product use or anything contained 
herein, shall be construed as a recommendation for its use in infringement of any existing patent and we assume no responsibility or liability for operations 
which do infringe any such patents.  The above includes confidential and proprietary information of So Clean Solutions and is furnished to you for your use 
solely on products or processes supplied by us to you 
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